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A B S T R A C T   

Obtaining knowledge about the structural, geotechnical and hydrogeological conditions of mining waste storage 
facilities (e.g., tailing storage facilities, TSF) is an important task for mining waste management. From the 
existing applied geophysics techniques, high-resolution controlled source seismic methods are the most appro-
priate due to their superior spatial and depth resolution. However, the TSF areas are not often accessible for 
installation of seismic instruments and application of controlled source. Moreover, TSF areas in active mine sites 
are characterised by high-level of seismic and acoustic noise, produced by mining operations and other human 
activities at mine sites. In this study, we show that these problems can be addressed by utilizing passive seismic 
interferometry, in which cross-correlation of ambient seismic noise is used to obtain the Empirical Green's 
function (EGF's) of the studied medium. We used this method to evaluate seismic velocities in the TSF and in the 
near-surface bedrock at the site of the Pyhäsalmi underground mine in Finland. We used the ambient seismic 
noise recorded in two seismic experiments in the area. In the first experiment, the data were acquired in 2013 
along a line 10 km long crossing the area of the underground mine. The second experiment was carried out in the 
TSF area in 2019. We obtained S-wave velocity models of both bedrock and the TSF by applying multichannel 
analysis of surface waves (MASW) to surface wave parts of Empirical Green's Functions (EGFs). The analysis of 
autocorrelation functions of passive seismic data recorded on the TSF surface allowed to us retrieve reflected 
arrivals from the boundaries inside the TSF. At the same time, we used amplitudes of surface wave parts of EGF's 
to obtain information about attenuation of surface waves in TSF. Our results show that passive seismic inter-
ferometry and interpretation of passive seismic data by different techniques can be a useful tool for inspection of 
TSF of active mines   

1. Introduction 

Mining wastes are generated during exploration, extraction, benefi-
ciation and processing of minerals. The mining waste derived from the 
processing stage is deposited to specially designed storage places called 
Tailings Storage Facilities (TSF). A geological setting for TSFs is selected 
for a specific purpose to contain the waste and to prevent the release of 
toxic compounds out to the environment. The containment area is 
usually designed and prepared at early stages of the mine life cycle and 
extensive geological and geotechnical studies are necessary for this 
purpose. All the different risks associated with the TSFs need to be 
identified for a sustainable management. Examples of such risks are the 
failure of TSF dams, which can damage nearby biotopes and ecosystems, 
or release toxic materials out to the surface and into ground waters from 
within the TSF. 

In the context of TSFs management, the state of the hydrogeological 
and geotechnical conditions of a TSF requires continuous evaluation. 
However, it is difficult to cover extensive areas of TSFs using conven-
tional intrusive methods like drilling or test pitting. The latter is usually 
limited to discrete inspections. Another challenge is related to TSF areas 
in abandoned mines, where records regarding previous geological and 
geotechnical studies about the area are not available, which could be 
either due to lack of proper diligence in selecting and preparing the 
containment sites or due to lose practices of the past. 

Non-invasive methods, such as applied geophysical techniques, are 
capable to gain the knowledge about the subsurface with expanded 
spatial and temporal resolution. Geophysical methods are capable to 
provide the necessary information to enable a more certain evaluation of 
the geotechnical and geohydrological conditions in TSFs sites (Canales 
et al., 2020, 2021). Among others, these applications could include 
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Fig. 1. Location of the Pyhäsalmi underground mine and its tailing storage facilities: red contour – the old (unexploited) tailing; green contour – the new (exploited 
tailing); yellow contour – mine and the open pit. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 

Fig. 2. – Passive seismic experiments near Pyhäsalmi underground mine: yellow triangles – three component accelerometers operated on 2013; red lines – lines of 
three component accelerometers, installed with distances of 150 m between each other and operated on 2013; green and yellow lines – lines of vertical velocimeters, 
installed with space of 10 m between each other and operated in 2019 (Profile 1 and Profile 2 respectively); yellow contour – position of the underground mine and 
the open pit; green circles – position of boreholes, used in our study (https://tcs.ah-epos.eu/eprints/view/divisions/IP1.html). (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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determining groundwater flow patterns and pollution pathways, the 
identification of geological materials and their interfaces, the influence 
of groundwater on bedrock fracturing, the connectivity of surface water 
with groundwater. Understanding the geological and hydrogeological 
conditions around mine wastes can provide knowledge to assist man-
agement and decrease the negative impact of mining on the environ-
ment in the long-term. 

Because of known relationships between seismic velocities, me-
chanical and hydrological rock properties (Dortman, 1992; Schön, 
2015), seismic methods can be used to characterise the geomechanical 
and hydrogeological conditions at the TSFs sites. Nevertheless, using 
active source seismic methods near active mines is not always possible, 
because seismic noise produced by mining operations is recorded by 
seismic sensors together with the controlled signal and therefore distorts 
it significantly (Place et al., 2015). In such cases, using passive seismic 
methods, such as passive seismic interferometry, is justified. Passive 
seismic interferometry allows converting ambient seismic noise to an 
impulse response, which looks like the signal produced by a controlled 
source (e.g., Curtis et al., 2006; Wapenaar et al., 2010). This signal may 
be interpreted by the same methods as signal, produced by the 
controlled source. Passive seismic interferometry has been widely used 
for imaging deep Earth's interior (e.g., Moschetti et al., 2007; Ritzwoller 
et al., 2011; Saygin and Kennett, 2012; etc.). In some cases, it was also 
used in specific tasks to study the shallow subsurface (Afonin et al., 
2021; Cheng et al., 2015; Park and Miller, 2008; etc.). 

In our study, we evaluated passive seismic interferometry to inves-
tigate the geological setting and inner structure and mechanical 

properties of the TSFs. As a test area, we selected the TSF of the 
Pyhäsalmi underground mine in Finland. We used the data of ambient 
seismic noise recorded in two seismic experiments. In the first experi-
ment the data were acquired in 2013 along a line of total length of about 
10 km crossing the underground mine area and the second experiment in 
the TSF area was carried out in 2019. The empirical Greens functions 
(EGF's) obtained by passive seismic interferometry method from the 
data of the experiment in 2013 were presented in our previous work 
(Afonin et al., 2019). In the current study we apply different techniques 
to characterise the geological setting of tailing site, the inner structure of 
the tailing and mechanical properties of its material. First, we applied 
multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) (Park et al., 1999) to 
surface wave parts of EGFs of the 2013 experiment to obtain dispersion 
curves of Rayleigh waves. By inversion of these dispersion curves, we 
obtained S-wave velocity models of the bedrock at the tailing site that 
we compared with borehole and petrophysical data. Second, passive 
seismic data recorded at the surface of the TSF in 2019 was used to study 
the structure, seismic S-wave velocity and seismic attenuation of the 
tailings inside. The velocity model of tailings material was obtained by 
passive seismic interferometry together with MASW and further inver-
sion of dispersion curves. Third, the surface wave parts of EGFs were 
used to evaluate the attenuation of surface waves and Q-factor in the 
material deposited at the TSF. 

Possibility of retrieving reflected waves by autocorrelation of seismic 
noise was shown in numerous studies (e.g., Draganov et al., 2009; 
Saygin et al., 2017; Taylor et al., 2016; Tibuleac and von Seggern, 2012; 
etc.). We used the similar approach to analyse autocorrelation functions 
of high frequency seismic noise (200–250 Hz) recorded at the TSF and 
retrieved reflected responses from boundaries inside the TSF. We used 
information about position of these boundaries from our previous 
geophysical study (Mollehuara-Canales et al., 2021) in order to verify 
the results. 

In our paper, we present details of data processing and interpretation 
of results. We show that passive seismic interferometry may be used as 
an effective tool to study the geological structure and properties of the 
waste facility near active mines. 

2. Study site and description of experiments 

Our study area is the site of Pyhäsalmi underground mine located in 
Central Finland (Fig. 1). This is one of the deepest (depth of about 1450 
m) and one of the oldest copper mines in northern Europe. The 

Fig. 3. – Typical spectrogram of ambient seismic noise recorded on the 
TSF's surface. 

Fig. 4. – Empirical Green's functions (EGFs), retrieved from seismic noise, recorded on ground surface during November 2013: (a) western part of the profile in the 
frequency band 2–5 Hz; (b) eastern part of the profile in the frequency band 5–10 Hz; (c) particle motion diagrams of evaluated EGFs. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Pyhäsalmi deposit is of massive sulphide type that is intruded into mafic 
volcanic rocks (Puustjärvi, 1999). 

The data were acquired in two experiments (Fig. 2) using wireless 
Sercel Unite Ltd. equipment with vertical 5 Hz geophones and three- 
component MEMS accelerometers owned by two research units of the 
University of Oulu (Oulu Mining School and Sodankylä Geophysical 
Observatory). 

During the first experiment in November 2013 the data were ac-
quired by 24 three-component wireless recording units with MEMS ac-
celerometers installed along the profile with total length of 10 km 
(yellow triangles and red lines in Fig. 2). As seen, the middle part of the 
profile crosses the projection of the ore body to the ground surface. The 
equipment recorded continuous seismic data from 01.11.2013 to 
05.11.2013 with sampling frequency of 500 Hz. The distances between 

sensors were 150 m (along red lines on Fig. 2) and 2500 m between 
others (Fig. 2). 

The data of the second experiment were acquired on tailing surface 
along two profiles with lengths of 280 m and 300 m, respectively (the 
area inside the white rectangle on Fig. 2). We installed totally 58 Sercel 
Unite wireless recorders with vertical 5 Hz geophones with interstation 
distance of 10 m. Profile 1 (Fig. 2) consists of 28 sensors and Profile 2 
includes 30 sensors. The equipment recorded continuous seismic data 
since 20.08.2019 to 21.08.2019 (totally about 32 h) with sampling 
frequency of 500 Hz. 

3. Data processing 

The processing of raw data in both experiments includes the 
following steps: 1) spectral analysis of ambient noise time series, 2) 
analysis of azimuthal distribution of noise sources, 3) pre-processing of 
the data and 4) evaluation of empirical Green's functions (EGFs). Pre- 
processing of the data includes mean and trends removal, pre-filtering 
and spectral whitening. These procedures are widely used in passive 
seismic interferometry (for example, Bensen et al., 2007; Groos et al., 
2012). For evaluation of EGFs, we used the SNRS (Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
Stacking) method (Afonin et al., 2019). In this method, “signal-to-noise 
ratio” (SNR) of EGF retrieved on each iteration is used as an objective 
function in global optimization algorithm. The method allows to 
improve significantly the EGFs retrieved from high frequency (higher 
than 1 Hz) industrial and natural seismic noise (Afonin et al., 2019, 
2021). 

The details of processing the data recorded in 2013 (spectral anal-
ysis, analysis of azimuthal distribution of noise sources, pre-processing 
and evaluation of EGFs) were described in our previous paper (Afonin 
et al., 2019). In the current work, we use these EGFs to estimate 
dispersion curves and invert them in order to obtain velocity models of 
the subsurface down to the depths of 300 m. 

In our previous study (Afonin et al., 2019) we demonstrated that the 
main sources of seismic noise are located inside the underground mine 
and in the open pit. As the activity at the mine site did not change 
significantly during the time between two experiments, we did not 
analyse the azimuthal distribution of noise sources in the present study. 
For the data of 2019 experiment recorded on tailing surface we made 
analysis of time-frequency diagrams of seismic noise because spectral 
and temporary characteristics of noise recorded at the TSF surface might 

Fig. 5. EGF between stations PLB23 and PLB24 (upper plot) and its time- 
frequency diagram (low plot). Distance between these points is 1933 m. Each 
amplitude is normalized by the maximum of the amplitude for the correspon-
dent frequency band. 

Fig. 6. – Dispersion curves, extracted from surface wave parts of EGFs presented in Fig. 4: (a) western part of profile between sensors PLB03 and PLB12; (b) eastern 
part of profile between sensors PLB15 and PLB22. 
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be different from those of noise recorded on the ground surface. 
The typical spectrogram of seismic noise recorded on the TSF surface 

is presented in Fig. 3. On this spectrogram one can see that the seismic 
noise with frequencies of about 6–30 Hz has the largest amplitudes. That 
is why we used the noise in this frequency band for analysing surface 
wave part of EGFs by MASW method. 

We did not use the data recorded along Profile 2 (Fig. 2) for analysis 
of surface wave parts of EGFs, because this profile is oriented near 
perpendicularly to the direction to the main noise sources (the under-
ground mine and the open pit). This could result in singularities in 
evaluated surface wave parts of EGFs (Shapiro et al., 2006; Stehly et al., 
2006). 

For retrieving EGFs, we used pre-processing of seismograms that 
includes means and trends removal, pre-filtering in frequency band of 
1–25 Hz and splitting seismic records into one-minute time windows. 
Then we calculated cross-correlation functions between the seismogram 
recorded at the station closest to the mine (coordinate 0 m of Profile 1, 
Fig. 2) and the seismograms recorded by the other stations of the Profile 
1 (Fig. 2). After that, cross-correlation functions were stacked by SNRS 
algorithm. 

For extracting reflected arrivals, we analysed autocorrelation func-
tions of ambient seismic noise recorded at each station of Profile 1 and 
Profile 2. This method has been widely used for retrieving reflected 
responses from data of passive seismic experiments of different scales (e. 
g., Draganov et al., 2009; De Plaen et al., 2019; Oren and Nowack, 2016; 
Taylor et al., 2016; Tibuleac and von Seggern, 2012; etc.). The raw 
continuous ambient seismic noise data were pre-processed using spec-
tral whitening, pre-filtering by band pass filter of 100–250 Hz and 
splitting of records into one-minute time windows. After that we 
calculated and stacked autocorrelation functions of seismograms 
recorded at each station. 

We selected the frequency band of 100–250 Hz for pre-filtering 
despite of absence of visible amplitude maxima in this frequency band 
(Fig. 3). However, these frequencies are typical for reflected arrivals in 
seismic exploration with controlled source, as well as for retrieving re-
flected responses from seismic noise in passive seismic interferometry 
(Draganov et al., 2009). It is also known that reflected arrivals in seismic 
noise have significantly lower energy than the surface waves and, as a 
result, lower amplitudes in spectrograms (Draganov et al., 2009). 

4. Empirical Green's functions 

The EGFs obtained from the data of experiment in 2013 are shown in 
Fig. 4. We applied polarization analysis to these EGFs (Sabra et al., 

Fig. 7. – Empirical Greens function in frequency band of 5–25 Hz, evaluated by analysis of seismic noise recorded along the Profile 1 on tailing surface (Fig. 2).  

Fig. 8. – Result of analysis of EGFs in Fig. 7 by MASW method.  

Table 1 
Initial model of the studied upper part of geological medium.  

Depths from 
ground surface to 

boundary, m 

Vp, m/s Vs, m/s Density, kg/ 
m3 

Rock type 

Parts of the profile PLB03-PLB13 and PLB01-PLB02 
180–240 5000–6100 2700–3600 2620–2700 felsic volcanic 

rocks 
240–260 5000–6100 2700–3600 2650–2670 mica gneiss 
280–320 5000–6100 2700–3600 2620–2700 mafic 

volcanic rocks 
300–350 6200–6900 3400–3800 2970–3160 amphibolite  

Parts of the profile PLB14-PLB22 and PLB23-PLB24 
280–340 5000–6100 2700–3600 2620–2700 felsic volcanic 

rocks 
380–400 5000–6100 2700–3600 2620–2700 mafic 

volcanic rocks  
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2005), which resulted in showing, that EGFs for both sides of the profile 
contain not only surface waves but also body waves (Fig. 4, c). In our 
study we use only surface waves, however, as the number of traces for 
reliable correlation of body waves was not sufficient. 

For calculation of dispersion curves, we applied MASW method (Park 
and Miller, 2008) to surface wave parts of EGFs evaluated for the parts of 
profiles with densely deployed sensors, that is, between stations PLB03- 
PLB13 and PLB14-PLB22 (Fig. 2). The dispersion curves for the parts of 
the profiles with sparsely located sensors, that is, between PLB01-PLB02 
and PLB23-PLB24, were evaluated using filtration of surface wave parts 
of EGFs by a set of relatively narrow band pass filters with width of 1 Hz. 
This method is widely used in surface wave tomography in global and 
local scale experiments around the world (e. g. Bensen et al., 2008; Cho 
et al., 2007; Fang et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2007; Nishida et al., 2009; Yang 
et al., 2007; etc.). An example of dispersion curve extracted by this 
method is presented in Fig. 5. 

Dispersion curves for the parts of the profile between sensors PLB03- 
PLB13 and PLB14-PLB22 are shown in Fig. 6. As one can see in Figs. 5 
and 6, these parts of the profile are characterised by normal dispersion of 
Rayleigh waves, that is, decreasing velocity with increasing frequency. 
This suggests that seismic velocities increase with depth. 

For evaluation of surface wave parts of EGFs extracted from the data 
of Profile 1 of the experiment in 2019, we selected the frequency band of 

5–25 Hz. According to the results of spectral analysis (Fig. 3), the 
ambient noise has the highest amplitudes in this frequency band. The 
EGFs are presented in Fig. 7. 

As seen in Fig. 7, the EGFs are asymmetrical, with the maxima cor-
responding to causal parts. This evidently results from the noise direc-
tivity, as the main noise sources are located in the mine and in the open 
pit. There are also non-correlated weak signals seen in acausal parts that 
might correspond to the noise wavefields arrived from the opposite di-
rection and produced either by some human activity or by multiple 
scattering of noise wavefields on heterogeneities (Wapenaar, 2004). 
This part of the signal is of no interest for our study. 

We applied the MASW technique to the causal parts of surface wave 
parts of EGFs in Fig. 7. The F-K spectrum in Fig. 8 shows that the 
dispersion curve of Rayleigh wave propagating inside the TSF is char-
acterised by relatively low normal dispersion. This means that velocities 
there slightly increase with depths. 

5. Velocity model of the bedrock at the Pyhäsalmi Mine site 

We inverted the dispersion curves calculated from the data of 
experiment in 2013 (Fig. 4) to estimate velocities of the bedrock at the 
Pyhäsalmi Mine site. We used information about rock types from the 
drillholes (https://tcs.ah-epos.eu/eprints/view/divisions/IP1.html) 

Fig. 9. – Velocity models of the medium closest to the mine: a) dispersion curve (black – experimental; rainbow colours – theoretical curves for ensemble of possible 
models in global optimisation) corresponding to the PLB03-PLB13 part of the profile; b) dispersion curve correspondent to the PLB14-PLB22 part of the profile; c) 
velocity model and correspondent drilling data for the PLB03-PLB13 part of profile; d) velocity model and lithologies for the PLB14-PLB22 part of profile. 
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closest to the profile (green circles in Fig. 2) and prepared initial model 
for further inversion (Table 1). As the values of velocities and densities 
were not measured in these drillholes, we defined the ranges for these 
parameters using properties of these rocks reported in the literature 
(Dortman, 1992; Schön, 2015). 

For inversion of dispersion curves, we used Geopsy software (www. 
geopsy.org). We applied 500 iterations to obtain velocity models with 
minimal misfits between theoretical and experimental dispersion 
curves. At each iteration the algorithm generated 100 random models 
with the values of parameters inside the ranges defined in Table 1. The 
obtained velocity models for PLB03-PLB13 and PLB14-PLB22 parts of 
the profile are presented in Fig. 9. As one can see, the minimum misfit in 
both cases is less than 3%. Comparison of obtained model with drillholes 
lithologies (Table 1) shows that thicknesses of the layers and their S- 
wave velocities are not in contradiction. 

For illustrating S-wave velocities variations in the subsurface along 
the profile, we present all the obtained velocity models in the same plot 
(Fig. 10). As one can see, the S-wave velocities in the uppermost layer 
are slightly different along the profile, but they are systematically lower 
than the values reported in literature (Dortman, 1992; Schön, 2015). 
This can be explained by effect of bedrock fracturing in the shallow 
subsurface. These values can be used as a reference to distinguish the 
tailing material from the bedrock in our further analysis. 

6. Structure of the TSF obtained by analysis of surface wave 
parts of EGFs and reflected responses evaluated from passive 
seismic data 

Table 2 shows the initial model for inversion of dispersion curve 
shown in Fig. 8. The model is based on a simple model of tailing, that is, 
sand-like material bulked on the bedrock. In the initial model we used 
ranges of seismic velocities and densities typical for sands and granites 
(Dortman, 1992). Based on the results of the previous study of the 
Pyhäsalmi TSF (Mollehuara-Canales et al., 2021), we split the layer 
corresponding to the tailing material into two sub-layers, namely, dry 
sand and water-saturated sand. 

For inversion of the dispersion curve, we used the same software and 
procedure as described in previous chapter. The result of the inversion is 
presented in Fig. 11. As one can see, the minimum misfit between 
experimental and theoretical dispersion curves is less than 2% (Fig. 11 
(a)). The velocity model corresponding to the minimal misfit is shown by 
black colour in Fig. 12 (b). The obtained velocity model has three layers. 
According to petrophysical data (Dortman, 1992), the S-wave velocities 
in the lowest layer are significantly lower than the values typical for the 
bedrock in the Fennoscandian Shield (Fig. 10). Therefore, all these 
layers correspond to the material deposited to the TSF. 

Fig. 10. – All S-wave velocity models, obtained along the studied profile.  

Table 2 
Initial model of the TSF.  

Depths from TSF 
surface, m 

Vp, m/s Vs, m/s Density, kg/ 
m3 

Rock type 

1–1.5 150–2000 100–1000 1000–1500 dry sand 

20–30 150–2000 100–1000 1000–1500 sand, saturated 
with water 

30–100 300–6800 150–3600 1000–2800 granite  

Fig. 11. – Result of dispersion curve inversion: a) dispersion curve (black – 
experimental; rainbow colours – theoretical dispersion curves calculated for the 
ensemble of models in global optimisation); b) velocity model (black colour – 
model with minimal misfit to the experimental dispersion curve; rainbow col-
ours – models with correspondent misfits). 
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For extracting of reflected responses from ambient seismic noise, we 
used the approach that was firstly described in Claerbout, (1968), who 
showed practical possibility of obtaining reflected responses from 
autocorrelation functions. This idea was further developed and used in 
numerous studies of different scales. For example, Oren and Nowack 
(2016) used autocorrelation of seismic noise to study a crustal structure. 
Gorbatov et al. (2013) used autocorrelation of continuous ambient 
seismic noise of relatively low frequency (1.5–4 Hz) to obtain deep 
crustal reflections, while Saygin et al. (2017) used autocorrelation 
functions to obtain P-waves reflectivity responses of the Jakarta Basin in 
Indonesia. 

We calculated autocorrelation functions (ACF) of seismic noise 

recorded at each station. Before this, we used such pre-processing pro-
cedures as prefiltering of seismograms by band pass filter of 100–250 Hz 
and spectral whitening. Fig. 12 shows the two-way travel times corre-
sponding to time lags of autocorrelation functions. The functions are cut 
at 0.05 s to eliminate maxima of ACF at 0 s. The local maxima of ACFs 
seen in the plot can be interpreted as arrivals of some waves reflected 
from boundaries inside the tailing. 

In the previous study (Canales et al., 2021; Mollehuara-Canales et al., 
2021) the thickness of the tailing was evaluated using the electric re-
sistivity tomography (ERT), seismic refraction and MASW methods with 
controlled source. Therefore, we can conclude that extracted reflected 
arrivals correspond to S-waves, because the depths, estimated from two- 
way travel times of arrivals in autocorrelation functions and shear-wave 
velocities are closest to the results obtained by other methods (Fig. 12). 

7. Anelastic properties of Pyhäsalmi tailing, obtained by passive 
seismic interferometry 

Attenuation of seismic waves is defined as a measurable amplitude 
loss or energy loss when the wave is propagating (Aki and Richards, 
2002): 

A(r) = A0e− αr (1)  

where A – amplitude; r – distance; α – attenuation coefficient. 
For the shallow subsurface it is directly connected with anelastic 

properties, such as viscosity, caused by fluid saturation of porous me-
dium (e.g., Biot, 1956; etc.). As shown in Zardari et al. (2017), both 
elastic and anelastic properties of tailing materials are necessary for 
characterization of mechanical behaviour and stability of tailings under 
static and dynamic loads. Mollehuara-Canales et al. (2021) demon-
strated how mechanical properties of tailings can be calculated from 
seismic velocities. Evaluation of anelastic properties of tailing materials 
from seismic attenuation has not been used previously. There are 
numerous studies demonstrating how attenuation of seismic waves and 
seismic quality factor can be evaluated using seismic records of earth-
quakes (e. g. Pedersen and Campillo, 1991; Grad and Luosto, 1994; Grad 
et al., 1998; etc.) or controlled sources (e. g. Ikeda and Tsuji, 2016). 
Recent studies demonstrated that ambient seismic noise can be also used 
for seismic attenuation analysis (Prieto and Beroza, 2008; Prieto et al., 

Fig. 12. – (a) The causal parts of autocorrelation functions of seismic noise in the frequency band of 100 Hz – 250 Hz. The depth scale was estimated using velocity 
value of 280 m/s from the S-wave velocity model in Fig. 11. This corresponds to the case when the arrivals seen in autocorrelation functions are S-wave reflections. 
Two-way travel times corresponds to time lags of autocorrelation functions. (b) 1D model of the tailing adopted from Mollehuara-Mollehuara-Canales et al. (2021). 

Fig. 13. – Amplitudes of surface wave parts of EGFs normalized to the corre-
spondent Bessel function: a) calculated for several distances along Profile 1; b) 
calculated for two frequencies at all distances from virtual source. 
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2009). Numerical modelling presented by Cupillard and Capdeville 
(2010) showed that even after traditional pre-processing procedures as 
one-bit normalization and pre-whitening (Bensen et al., 2007), extrac-
tion information about attenuation from ambient noise is still possible. 
In recent theoretical study Boschi et al. (2019) derived the relationship 
between Rayleigh wave part of ambient noise EGFs and attenuation 
parameter of Rayleigh waves. 

In our study we use Rayleigh wave parts of EGF's described in pre-
vious chapters for seismic attenuation analysis. For this, we adopt the 
theory for evaluation of attenuation presented and summarized by 
Prietto et al., (2009), but we introduce slight modifications related to 
transformation of EGF's from time domain to frequency domain (Ap-
pendix 1). 

We calculated EGFs for Profile 1 for position of virtual source at 280 
m (Fig. 2). We selected this virtual source position, because it allows to 
obtain the EGFs of the highest quality possible. As shown earlier, in this 
case position of the dominating noise sources corresponds to the mine 
and open pit, therefore, all the maxima of EGFs correspond to the 
negative time lags. Before calculation of cross-correlation functions we 

applied only pre-filtering in the frequency band of 2–12 Hz. For calcu-
lation of attenuation, we applied forward Fourier transform to surface 
wave parts of all EGFs and normalized them to the correspondent Bessel 
function (Eq. A8). An example of normalized surface wave parts of EGFs 
in the frequency domain (for frequency band of 2–8 Hz) for several 
distances along Profile 1 (280 m, 270 m and 260 m) is presented in 
Fig. 13 (a). 

This figure shows that normalized amplitude of surface wave parts of 
EGFs decrease with increasing distance from the virtual source. In 
addition, Fig. 13 (b) shows that the amplitude is decreasing exponen-
tially with the distance from the virtual source. According to the defi-
nition (1), the coefficient of proportionality in Fig. 13 (b) is equal to the 
seismic attenuation coefficient. Applying linear regression algorithm to 
attenuation coefficients calculated for each frequency, we estimated the 
averaged attenuation coefficient as a function of frequency (Fig. 14a). 

As one can see in Fig. 14 (a), the attenuation coefficient varies with 
frequency from about 0.120 to about 0.130. 

Using attenuation coefficients approximated by red dashed lines in 
Fig. 14 (a), we calculated surface wave (Rayleigh) quality factor by 
formula (Schön, 2015): 

Q(f ) =
πf

αv(f )
, (2)  

where v(f) – phase velocity of Rayleigh wave. 
Fig. 14 (b) shows result of Q-factors calculation. As seen, the quality 

factor increases linearly with frequency (decreases with depth). As we 
used the frequency band of 2–15 Hz, the obtained Q-factor may char-
acterise the deep part of the tailing, roughly deeper than about 8 m from 
the tailing surface. 

For verification of our method of attenuation evaluation from 
ambient noise, we calculated theoretical Green's functions, using eq. 
(A1). As input parameters, we used dispersion and attenuation curves 
obtained in this work. The comparison of EGFs amplitudes with ampli-
tudes of Green's functions, calculated theoretically for the frequency 
band of 5–10 Hz, is presented in Fig. 15. 

As seen in Fig. 15, empirical Green's functions are proportional, but 
not equal to the Green's functions. Nevertheless, proportionality co-
efficients, which are equal to the attenuation coefficients, are the same 
for the both graphs. This proves that our approach can be used for 
estimating attenuation coefficients from ambient seismic noise. 

Fig. 14. – Attenuation properties of surface wave parts of EGF's: a) averaged attenuation coefficient as a function of frequency: blue dots – values, calculated from 
data; red dashed line – values obtained by polynomial regression (degree of 5) approximating values calculated from the data; b) Rayleigh wave quality factor (QR- 
factor) vs. frequency. Errors of QR-factor estimates (not shown) are in the range of 0.024–0.132. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 15. - Comparison of attenuation curves obtained from ambient noise EGFs 
and theoretical Green's functions calculated by eq. (A.1). (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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8. Discussion 

The S-wave velocity model obtained for the Profile 1 characterises 
only the tailing material, but not the consolidated ground or bedrock. 
This is caused by properties of the signal used (mode of surface waves, 
frequency range and phase velocities), which are limiting the penetra-
tion depth. The differences in velocities are most probably caused by 
differences in water saturation of the tailing material (Crane, 2013). This 
assumption, as well as the thickness of the layers, agrees well with the 
results of previous studies of the Pyhäsalmi Mine tailing by ERT and 
controlled source seismic (Canales et al., 2021). According to them, the 
depth to the saturated layer is of about 20 m. Our model also detected 
this layer at the same depth (Fig. 11). 

As one can see in Fig. 12, there are several reflectors at depths of 
about 19–25 m, 25–28 m and 30–35 m. However, the single boundary is 
seen in Fig. 12 (b) at a depth of about 20 m. Therefore, we can suggest 
that reflected arrivals corresponding to two-way travel times of about 
0.14–0.18 s are reflections from the top of the water saturated layer of 
the tailing at a depth of about 20 m. The relatively high seismic reflec-
tivity at the boundary between saturated and non-saturated rocks was 
shown by some previous studies (e. g. Goloshubin and Bakulin, 1998; 
Gomez and Tatham, 2007). 

The strongest arrivals at 0.18–0.2 s and 0.22–024 s seen in two-way 
travel times are probably reflections from the tailing bottom and the 
bedrock, respectively. In previous studies they were located at the 
depths of about 26–30 m from the tailing surface (Canales et al., 2021). 

The Q-factors of the tailing material evaluated in our study are quite 
low, even in comparison with Q-factor of typical shallow water satu-
rated sediments reported in previous studies (Badri and Mooney, 1987; 
Schön, 2015). One need to remember, however, these studies were using 
attenuation of P-waves in controlled source experiments, while in our 
study we use attenuation of Rayleigh waves. Crane (2013) analysed the 
dependence of Q in shallow unconsolidated sediments on such factors as 
saturation and local fluid flow. He proposed that Q < 10 may be 
explained by small matrix elasticities, large change in effective stress 
(namely, net overburden stress and interparticle stress) and differing 
attenuation mechanism. The detailed investigation of all the factors 
affecting the attenuation would require a special study and it is out of 
scope of the present paper. 

One interesting result obtained from the seismic attenuation analysis 
is weak dependence of seismic attenuation on frequency (Fig. 14, a). 
Since the early studies of attenuation based on experimental seismic 
data (Badri and Mooney, 1987) it was usually assumed that Q-factor is 
not dependent on frequency. However, Winkler (1985) showed that the 

seismic attenuation and Q-factor are frequency- independent in dry 
conditions, but frequency-dependent under the wet conditions. The Biot 
model (Gassmann, 1951; Biot, 1956) applied to granular water- 
saturated material shows that the absorption peak frequency (f0), is 
dependent upon the bulk modulus (K), pore-aspect ratio (a), and pore 
fluid viscosity (ν) (Eddies, 1994): 

f0 = Ka3/v, (3)  

where K is the bulk modulus, a is a pore-aspect ratio, and ν is pore fluid 
viscosity. Different water saturations will result in different bulk moduli 
and viscosities and thus have different absorption peak frequencies and 
levels of attenuation. Taking the absorption peak frequency fo = 11 Hz 
from Fig. 14 (a) and K = 0.8 GPa, which corresponds to water saturated 
tailings (Canales et al., 2021), and a = 1 for granular media with 
approximately spherical particles (Schön, 2015), we obtain the value of 
pore fluid viscosity of 72.72 MPa*s. 

9. Conclusions 

The presented results show that ambient seismic noise produced by 
mining operations is a valuable source of energy capable to illuminate 
inner structure of mining tailing storage facilities (TSF) and investigate 
physical and geotechnical condition of the subsurface the TSFs. There-
fore, the passive seismic methods can be used for development of cost- 
effective tools for monitoring of tailings mechanical conditions and 
structural integrity. By applying different techniques of ambient seismic 
noise analysis, we can obtain different parameters from the same 
experiment data (Fig. 16). 

The more detailed information about tailings physical and geotech-
nical conditions can be obtained if seismic stations can be installed on 
the whole tailing surface area. Then it would be possible to apply surface 
wave tomography and calculate a 3D model of inner structure of the 
tailing. This could be possible in reclaimed and recultivated tailing 
areas. 

Further development of the approach presented in our study would 
result in useful and cost-effective tool for monitoring of mining waste 
facilities and ground conditions near active mines. 
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Fig. 16. A workflow for obtaining parameters of the TSF from continuous passive seismic data.  
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Appendix 1 

According to (Sánchez-Sesma et al., 2006), the Rayleigh wave part of Green's function of the lossless medium between points A and B in frequency 
domain given by equation: 

GAB(ω) = −
1
4

μ[Y0(kr)+ iJ0(kr) ] (A.1)  

where μ – shear modulus; Y0 – Neumann function; J0 – Bessel function; r – distance between points A and B. k = ω
v – wavenumber, where ω – angular 

frequency; v – phase velocity. 
Under diffuse field approximation, the special correlation of seismic records uA(ω) and uB(ω), recorded by sensors, respectively, at points A and B, 

has a form of Bessel function of zero order (Aki, 1957): 
〈
uA(ω)u*

B(ω)
〉
= |F(ω) |2J0(kr), (A.2)  

where |F(ω)|2 – is average spectral density of the wavefield; *-complex conjugation; triangle brackets mean ensemble average. 
Therefore, cross-spectrum (term in brackets in eq. A.2) proportional to imaginary part of Greens function (eq. (A.1)). Due to ambient noise is non- 

white, after normalization, one can obtain the function called complex coherency (Prieto et al., 2009): 

γAB(ω) =

〈
uA(ω)u*

B(ω)

〈|uA(ω) | 〉〈|uB(ω) | 〉

〉

∝GAB(ω) (A.3) 

As shown by (Yakoi and Margaryan, 2008), for vertical components of seismic records, the real part of the complex coherency is the Bessel function 
of zero order and therefore proportional to the Green's function: 

Re[γAB(ω, r) ] = J0(kr)∝GAB(ω) (A.4) 

In case of ambient noise wavefield is uniform, the imaginary part of the coherency will be zero and the Green's function can be studied both in time 
and frequency domain using coherency (Prieto et al., 2009). As discussed by Weaver and Lobkis (2006), the average of correlations is a Bessel function 
of zero order, that is attenuated by multiple scattering and intrinsic attenuation. According with this, the eq. (A.4) can be modified (Prieto et al., 2009): 

Re[γAB(ω, r) ] = J0(kr)e− α(w)r, (A.5)  

where α(w) – attenuation coefficient for a given angular frequency w. 
As explained in Prietto et al., (2009), the time domain Green's function can be retrieved by inverse Fourier transform of average coherency: 

F
− 1[γAB(ω) ] = GAB(t), (A.6)  

where GAB(t) is an EGF, estimated by cross-correlation of ambient seismic noise. 
When we consider non-uniform ambient noise wavefield, we cannot use eqs. (A.5) and (A.6). In that case, obtained EGF's will be asymmetrical and 

as result, imaginary part of coherency will not be zero, because Fourier transform of asymmetric functions is not real (Cox, 1973). Moreover, if noise 
sources locate in some depths, the noise wavefield usually contains relatively strong body waves, presence of which would impact on estimation of 
attenuation coefficients of surface waves. Therefore, the data processing should include some procedures, which allow to exclude impact of non- 
uniform distribution of noise sources and impact of body waves. This is possible by using cross-correlation in time domain (seismic interferom-
etry) with further calculation of attenuation coefficients, using frequency domain surface wave parts of EGFs. This is also possible by applying the set 
of narrow bandpass filters to time domain EGFs. 

Let's Gsurf(τij, ri − rj) – surface wave part of EGF, obtained by cross-correlation of non-uniform ambient noise recorded at points with coordinates ri, rj 

(τij – corresponds to time lags of EGF, that contain surface wave). Ĝ
surf (

w, ri − rj
)

– is Gsurf(τij, ri − rj) in frequency domain. Therefore, according to (A.5) 
and (A.6), considering r=ri − rj: 

Re
[
Ĝ

surf
(w, r)

]
= J0(kr)e− α(w)r (A.7) 

Using eq. (A.7) we can obtain expression for attenuation coefficient: 

α(w) =
− ln

(
Re[Ĝ

surf
(w,ri − rj) ]J0(k(ri − rk) )

Re[Ĝ
surf

(w,ri − rk) ]J0(k(ri − rj))

)

⃒
⃒rj − rk

⃒
⃒

, (A.8) 

This equation looks close similar as presented by Boschi et al., (2019). The most difference, that we use only surface wave part of EGF's in frequency 
domain. 

For simplification of description we will use term “normalized surface wave part of EGF”, that means surface wave part of EGF in frequency domain 
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divided to corresponding Bessel function Re[Ĝ
surf
(w,ri − rj) ]

J0(k(ri − rj) )
= Ĝ

surf
norm

(
k, ri − rj

)
. 

So, the eq. (A.8) will be: 

α(w) =
− ln

(
Ĝ

surf

norm(k,ri − rj)

Ĝ
surf

norm(k,ri − rk)

)

⃒
⃒rj − rk

⃒
⃒

(A.9) 

As shown by Cupillard and Capdeville, (2010), one-bit normalization and pre-whitening take effect on estimation of attenuation. Therefore, using 
eq. (A.9) possible only if before cross-correlation such pre-processing procedures had not been applied. 
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